ABSTRACT Conditional diagnosability is widely accepted as an important measure in determining the reliability of an interconnection network. The conditional diagnosability of many well-known interconnection networks has been investigated. Exchanged crossed cube(ECQ(s,t)) is a novel variant of hypercube, which retains the advantages of exchanged hypercube and crossed cube in terms of the smaller diameter, fewer links, and lower cost factor, and indicates more balanced consideration among performance and cost. In this paper, several topological properties of ECQ(s,t) are derived. On this basis, the conditional diagnosability of ECQ(s,t) under the PMC model is shown to be 4(s − 1) + 1 for t ≥ s > 2, which is almost two times larger than its classical diagnosability and also is larger than its conditional diagnosability under the MM model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of very large scale integration (VLSI) technology, a multi-processor system has the capacity to contain hundreds, thousands, even tens-ofthousands of processors. However, the high complexity of these systems may threaten their reliability. As a result, the problem of fault location is becoming a matter of major importance in such a system. System-level diagnosis is a rapid and reliable tool for fault location. It proceeds under a special diagnosis model such as the PMC(Preparata, Metze and Chien) model [1] and the MM(Maeng and Malek) model [2] . The PMC model assumes that each processor is able to test the adjacent processors and determine them to be faulty or fault-free. The test outcomes are considered reliable if the tester is fault-free. In the MM model, a processor, called a comparator, sends the same testing task to each pair of its distinct neighboring processors and then compares their responses. A disagreement over a comparison performed by a fault-free comparator indicates the existence of at least a faulty processor, whereas the test outcome of a comparison performed by a faulty comparator is unreliable.
As we know, the classical connectivity of Menger [3] , in which any processor subsets can potentially fail simultaneously, is an important measure of the fault-tolerance ability. However, in classical connectivity, it has generally been assumed that all neighbors of a processor can potentially fail at the same time, which is almost impossible in a real largescale multi-processor system. To compensate for this shortcoming, Harary [4] introduced the definition of conditional connectivity. Following this trend, restricted connectivity was proposed in [5] and [6] .
There are two commonly used fault models: random model and conditional model. The random model is assumed that faults can occur everywhere, while the conditional model is assumed that the distribution of faults must satisfy certain constraints(e.g., any faulty set cannot contain all neighbors of any vertex) [7] . A system is said to be t-diagnosable if all faulty vertices can be identified under the random model, provided the fault bound is t. The classical diagnosability of G, denoted by t(G), is the maximum value of t such that G is t-diagnosable. The classical diagnosability is used to measure the diagnostic ability of multiprocessor systems. The classical diagnosability of many interconnection networks, including hypercube(denoted by Q n for short), folded hypercube(denoted by FQ n for short), crossed cube(denoted by CQ n for short), m?bius cube(denoted by MQ n for short), twisted cube(denoted by TQ n for short), exchanged hypercube(denoted by EH (s, t) for short) and locally twisted cube(denoted by LTQ n for short), based on PMC and MM* model have been proposed [8] - [15] . In applications of diagnosability, it indicates the low possibility that the adjacent processors of any processor are faulty simultaneously. Motivated by this, a novel measure of diagnosability, named conditional diagnosability, was introduced by Lai et al. [16] , under the conditional fault model. The conditional diagnosability is an important diagnostic strategies that can significantly enhance the system's diagnostic capability and ensure the reliable parallel operation of system. The conditional diagnosability of many novel interconnection networks are studied in the literature [16] - [36] .
In order to obtain better topological properties, basing on exchanged hypercube and crossed cube, a new variation of hypercube called exchanged crossed cube(denoted by ECQ(s, t) for short) was proposed by Li et al. [37] in 2013. Some basic properties and characteristics of ECQ(s, t) were studied [37] - [42] .
In this paper, after exploring various desire properties of exchanged crossed cube ECQ(s, t), we evaluate the conditional diagnosability of exchanged crossed cube ECQ(s, t). We show that the conditional diagnosability of ECQ(s, t) under the PMC model is 4(s − 1) + 1 for t ≥ s > 2. The conditional diagnosability of ECQ(s,t) under the PMC model is almost two times as large as its classical diagnosability [41] , and also is larger than its conditional diagnosability under the MM model [42] , which indicates stronger diagnostic ability.
The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 introduces some terminologies and preliminaries. In section 3, we propose some important topological properties of ECQ(s, t). Section 4 discusses the conditional diagnosability of ECQ(s, t) under the PMC model. Our conclusions are in section 5.
II. TERMINOLOGIES AND PRELIMINARIES
A multi-processor system can be modeled as a graph G(V , E), where V (G) and E(G) denote vertex and edge sets of G, respectively. N (u) in graph G(V , E) is the set of all neighbors of a vertex u, and N [u] = N (u) ∪ {u}. For an arbitrary vertex 
are the degrees of vertex u in G(V , E) and in subgraph H , respectively. The property P g (G) holds for G(V , E) if and only if every vertex in G has at least g neighbors in G.
If G is connected and G − F is disconnected, where F is a set of vertices, then we say that F is a vertex cut. The classical vertex connectivity k(G) of a graph G can be denoted by k(G) = min{|F| : F ⊂ V (G) and F is a vertex cut}. A conditional vertex cut of a graph G is a vertex cut and
and F is a conditional vertex cut }. Following this trend, in [5] and [6] , restricted connectivity is introduced by imposing some conditions or restrictions on F. A restricted vertex cut F of a graph G is a vertex cut of G and N (u) ⊂ F for any u ∈ V (G). The restricted vertex connectivity, k r (G), of a graph G, is defined as the minimum cardinality of a restricted vertex cut of G, denoted by k r (G) = min{|F| : F ⊂ V (G) and F is a restricted vertex cut }.
A. THE PMC MODEL
In the PMC model, a multi-processor system can be modeled as a graph G(V , E) and each vertex is able to test another vertex if there is a link between them. (u, v) ∈ E(G) means there is a test performed by u on v. Each vertex has two states: fault-free and faulty. The outcome σ (u, v), of a test (u, v), equal 0 if u evaluates v as a pass and 1 otherwise. Table 1 summarizes the invalidation rules for the PMC model. The collection of all test outcomes in G(V , E) is called a syndrome, denoted by σ .
B. CLASSICAL DIAGNOSABILITY AND CONDITIONAL DIAGNOSABILITY
In a t-diagnosable system G(V , E), any vertex subset of V can potentially fail simultaneously. As is well known, it is impossible to identify whether a vertex v is fault-free or faulty when N (v) are simultaneously faulty. As a result, the classical diagnosability is no more than its minimum degree. But, in real applications, the probability that all neighbors of a vertex fail at the same time is usually very small. Motivated by this, Lai et al. [16] proposed a new measure of diagnosability which is called conditional diagnosability, by claiming the property that each vertex has at least one fault-free neighbor. A conditional fault set F is a fault set and each vertex of the system has at least one neighbor not in F. Lai et al. also introduced an important theorem to identify whether a given system is conditionally t-diagnosable or not as follow. [16] . The conditional diagnosability of a graph G(V , E), denoted by t c (G), is the maximum value of t such that G is conditionally t-diagnosable. According to the definition of conditional diagnosability, a useful lemma about conditional faulty sets is described as follows.
Lemma 1 [16] : Let G(V , E) be the graph representation of a system G. If (F 1 , F 2 ) is a pair of distinct indistinguishable conditional faulty sets, the following two conditions hold:
(
C. EXCHANGED CROSSED CUBE
Exchanged crossed cube is a new variant of hypercube, which retains many advantages of exchanged hypercube and crossed cube such as recursive structure, high partitionability and strong connectivity.
Let T = {(00, 00), (10, 10) , (01, 11), (11, 01)}. Two binary strings X = x 1 x 0 and Y = y 1 y 0 are pair related iff (X , Y ) ∈ T , denoted by X ∼ Y .
An exchanged crossed cube ECQ(s, t) with s ≥ 1 and t ≥ 1 can be modeled as an undirected graph G(V , E), where
There are three types of edges, i.e., E 1 , E 2 and E 3 , as described below:
denotes the ith bit of vertex u and ⊕ is the exclusive-OR operator. 
. For all t ≥ 1, if and only if there exists a positive integer l,
By the definition of ECQ(s, t), the total number of vertices in ECQ(s, t) is 2 s+t+1 , the number of edges in ECQ(s, t) is (s + t + 2)2 s+t−1 . The definition of ECQ(s, t) also reveals that the number of edges in E 1 is 2 s+t , the number of edges in E 2 is t × 2 s+t−1 , the number of edges in E 3 is s × 2 s+t−1 [37] . Figure 1 shows an illustration of ECQ(s, t) with s = 2 and t = 2, where the dashed links, solid heavy links and solid thin links correspond to E 1 , E 2 and E 3 , respectively [37] . There are some important topological properties of exchanged crossed cube ECQ(s, t) as follows.
Lemma 2 [37] : The degree of vertices in V (ECQ(s, t)) whose bit addresses end in 0 is s + 1, while the degree of vertices in V (ECQ(s, t)) whose bit addresses end in 1 is t + 1.
By Lemma 2, we can show the minimum degree of ECQ(s, t), denoted by δ(ECQ(s, t)), is s+1, where t ≥ s ≥ 1.
Lemma 3 [37] : An exchanged crossed cube ECQ(s, t) can be decomposed into two copies of ECQ(s − 1, t) or ECQ(s, t − 1).
By Lemma 3, an ECQ(s, t) can be partitioned into two subgraphs L and R, where
can be subdivided into two vertex sets A and B, and V (R) can be subdivided into two vertex sets C and D, where
A shown in Figure 2 , the edges between A and B and the edges between C and D belong to E 1 . The edges between A and C belong to E 2 . By the definition of A, B, C and D, there are three perfect matchings of subgraphs induced by A ∪ B, A∪C and C ∪D [38] . The edges between two distinct vertices in B (or D) belong to E 3 . Similarly, the edge between two distinct vertices in A(or C) belong to E 2 . As shown in Figure 2 , a path u 1 − u 2 − u 3 − u 4 of length 3 with u 1 ∈ B, u 2 ∈ A, u 3 ∈ C and u 4 ∈ D, such that (u 1 , u 2 ), (u 2 , u 3 ), (u 3 , u 4 ) ∈ E(ECQ(s, t)), is a horizontal straight line. There are 2 s+t−1 horizontal straight lines in ECQ(s, t). 
Lemma 4 [37]: ECQ(s, t) and ECQ(t, s) are isomorphic, denoted by ECQ(s, t) ∼ = ECQ(t, s).
By Lemma 4, without loss of generality, we can assume t ≥ s > 0 in the following discussion.
Lemma 5 [38] [39] . Each pair of distinct CQ s s (or CQ t s) is not connected directly [39] . For CQ n , two extra but important properties are presented below.
Lemma 9 [20] : For any two distinct vertices u and v of CQ n , they share at most 2 common neighbors, denoted by
Lemma 10: Let (u, v) be an arbitrary edge of crossed cube CQ n and w be another vertex of CQ n with n ≥ 2. Then
Proof: This is clearly true for the case n = 2 and n = 3. Assume this to be true for CQ n−1 . We show that this is true for CQ n . For n ≥ 2, By the definition of CQ n , it can be partitioned into two copies of CQ n−1 , denoted by CQ 0 n−1 and CQ 1 n−1 , such that CQ 0 n−1 and CQ 1 n−1 are connected by a perfect matching, i.e., every vertex of CQ 0 n−1 (or CQ 1 n−1 ) is adjacent to exactly one vertex of CQ 1 n−1 (or CQ 0 n−1 ) [43] . Without the loss of generality, three possibilities need to be investigate. 
Case 1 ((u, v) ∈ E(CQ 0
n−1 ) and w ∈ V (CQ 0 n−1 )): By the induction assumption, we have
. By Lemma 9, we have |N (u)∩N (w)| ≤ 2, as shown in Figure 4 . Therefore,
III. THE TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF EXCHANGED CROSSED CUBE
This section presents some useful topological properties of exchanged crossed cube ECQ(s, t). Proof: By induction. Clearly, the theorem holds for ECQ (1, 1) . Assume true for ECQ(s − 1, t) (or ECQ(s, t − 1)).
According to Lemma 3, we decompose ECQ(s, t) into L and R, L and R are both isomorphic to ECQ(s−1, t) (or ECQ(s, t− 1)). Without loss of generality, we assume
By the induction hypothesis, we have
When u ∈ L and v ∈ R (or u ∈ R and v ∈ L), by the fact that A∪C contains a perfect matching, we have |N (u)∩N (v)| ≤ 2.
Hence, the theorem holds.
Proof: Since deg H (v) ≥ 2 for any vertex v in H , there exists a cycle in H [19] . Since ECQ(s, t) is triangle-free, there exists a cycle in H with minimum length 4. Let C H be a cycle in H with minimum length, then we have |V (C H )| ≥ 4. Without loss of generality, there are 3 cases to be considered. Figure 7 . By lemma 10, we have with other nonadjacent vertices in C H . Hence,
perfect matching and V (H ) ∈ B, we have |N
A (H )| = |V (H )|. Then, |F| ≥ |F ∩ A| + |F ∩ B| ≥ |N A (H )| + |N B (C H )| − |V (H )−V (C H ))| = |V (H )|+|N B (C H )|−|V (H )|+|V (C H )| = |N B (C H )| + |V (C H )|. When |V (C H )| = 4, let C H = a − b − c − d − a, as shown in Figure 6, |N B (C H )| = |N Y (C H )| = |N Y (a, b, c, d)| = 4t − 8. So |F| ≥ |N B (C H )| + |V (C H )| ≥ 4t − 8 + 4 = 4t − 4 ≥ 4s − 4. When |V (C H )| = 5, let C H = a−b−c−d −e−a, we have t ≥ 3 because V (CQ t ) = 2 t ≥ 5. Because there is no triangle in CQ n , we have N Y (a) ∩ N Y (b) = ∅, N Y (b) ∩ N Y (c) = ∅, N Y (c) ∩ N Y (d) = ∅, N Y (d) ∩ N Y (e) = ∅, and N Y (e) ∩ N Y (q) = ∅, as shown in|N Y (a) ∩ N Y (c, d) − {e, b}| ≤ 1 and |N Y (e) ∩ N Y (b, c) − {a, d}| ≤ 1. If |N Y (a) ∩ N Y (d) − {e}| = 1, then N Y (a) ∩ N Y (c) − {d} = ∅ and N Y (d) ∩ N Y (b) − {c} = ∅. Similarly, if |N Y (b) ∩ N Y (e) − {a}| = 1, then N Y (c) ∩ N Y (e) − {d} = ∅. Hence, As shown in Figure 7, |N B (C H )| = |N Y (C H )| = |N Y (a, b, c, d, e)| ≥ 5t −12. So |F| ≥ |N B (C H )|+|V (C H )| ≥ 5t − 12 + 5 = 4t − 4 + (t − 3) ≥ 4t − 4 ≥ 4s − 4. When |V (C H )| = 6, let C H = a − b − c − d − e − f − a, we also have t ≥ 3 by V (CQ t ) = 2 t ≥ 6. If t = 3,|N B (C H )| = |N Y (C H )| = |N Y (a, b, c, d, e, f )| ≥ 6t − 18. So |F| ≥ |N B (C H )| + |V (C H )| ≥ 6t − 18 + 6 = 4t − 4 + (2t − 8) ≥ 4t − 4 ≥ 4s − 4. If t = 5,
then each vertex in C H has at most 5 neighbors in B.
In an extreme case, as shown in Figure 10 , each vertex in C H has at most 3 common neighbor with other nonadjacent vertices in C H . But as we know, CQ 5 does not contain a subgraph isomorphic to Figure 10 . Hence, when
When |V (C H )| ≥ 7, we also have t ≥ 3 by V (CQ t ) = 2 t ≥ 7. There exists a path . . where a, b, c, d are 4 vertices in C H and (a, b), (b, c), (c, d) ∈ 
E(C H ). By lemma 10, we have |N
There is an extreme case as shown in Figure 11 . Hence, As shown in Figure 12, let N (a) 
Because there is no triangle in ECQ(s, t), we have X 1 ∩ X 2 = ∅, X 2 ∩ X 3 = ∅, and X 3 ∩ X 4 = ∅. By Theorem 2, all the vertices in N [a, b, c, d ] will at least appear in t − 1 + t − 1 + s − 2 + s − 2 + 3 ≥ 4s − 3 horizontal straight lines as shown in Figure 12 . Each horizontal straight line in subgraph P has at least one vertex in F because V (H ) ∩ (V (R) − F 1 ) = ∅. Therefore, |F| ≥ 4s − 3. 
Case 3 (V (H ) ∈ A):
By the fact that there are two perfect matchings of subgraphs induced by A ∪ B, A ∪ C, each vertex in H has exactly one neighbor in B, one neighbor in C, and s − 1 neighbors in
When |V (C H )| = 4, as shown in Figure 13 , we have
In an extreme case, as shown in Figure14, by lemma 9, lemma 10 and there is no triangle in ECQ(s, t), we have
When |V (C H )| ≥ 6, as shown in Figure 15 , there exists a path . . ECQ(s, t) , we have
The proof is complete.
Theorem 5: For any edge (u, v) of ECQ(s, t), where u ∈ A and v ∈ C, |N (w)∩N (u, v)| ≤ 3 for any vertex w of ECQ(s, t).
Proof: There are 2 cases to be considered. 
IV. THE CONDITIONAL DIAGNOSABILITY OF EXCHANGED CROSSED CUBE UNDER THE PMC MODEL
In this section, we will give a general method to investigate the conditional diagnosability of ECQ(s, t) under the PMC model. Before discussing this, we introduce some useful theorems as follows. Theorem 6: Let F be a vertex set of exchanged crossed cube ECQ(s, t) with |F| ≤ 2s − 1. Then, one of the following two conditions hold:
(1) ECQ(s, t) − F is connected or (2) ECQ(s, t)−F has exactly two components, one is trivial and the other is nontrivial.
Proof: By Lemma 3, we partition an ECQ(s, t)
Without loss of generality, we may assume that |F 1 | < s. Since R ∼ = ECQ(s − 1, t), we have k(R) = s by Lemma 5. Then, by k(R) = s and |F 1 | < s, we know R − F 1 is connected. In the following proof, we investigate two cases.
We consider the following two subcases: 
With the proof of Subcase 1.1.2.1, we have |F| ≥ 2s, which also contradicts the condition of 
, with the proof of Subcase 1.2.2, we can deduce |F| ≥ 2s, which contradicts the condition of |F| ≤ 2s − 1.
Therefore, for any vertex By Theorem 6, R − F 1 is connected or R − F 1 is disconnected and has exactly two components, one is trivial and the other is nontrivial. 
Because u is a trivial component of R − F 1 and every component of ECQ(s, t) − F is nontrivial, we have u ∈ C. By the fact that A ∪ C contains a perfect matching, u has no more than one neighbor in H , which contradicts the condition of P 2 (H ). Hence, Figure 19 ,
is a cycle of length four in ECQ(s, t).
We set
It is easy to check that F 1 and F 2 are two distinct conditional faulty sets of ECQ(s, t), such that (ECQ(s, t) ) − (F 1 ∪ F 2 ) has at least one neighbor in V (ECQ(s, t) ) − (F 1 ∪ F 2 ). Because F 1 and F 2 are two distinct conditional faulty sets, any vertex of F 1 ∩F 2 has at least one neighbor in V (ECQ(s, t) . Therefore, (F 1 , F 2 ) is an distinguishable pair, then t c (ECQ(s, t)) ≥ 4(s − 1) + 1 for t ≥ s > 2.
Theorem 10: t c (ECQ(s, t)) = 4(s − 1) + 1, t ≥ s > 2.
Proof: By Theorem 8 and Theorem 9, we have t c (ECQ(s, t)) = 4(s − 1) + 1 for t ≥ s > 2.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The conditional diagnosability of exchanged crossed cube ECQ(s, t) is studied in this paper. By exploring the topological properties of ECQ(s, t), we have successfully demonstrated that the conditional diagnosability of ECQ(s, t) under the PMC model is 4(s − 1) + 1 for t ≥ s > 2. For further discussion, It is an attractive work to expose the g-goodneighbor conditional diagnosability [44] of ECQ(s, t) under the PMC and MM* model.
